Authorities Can Be Wrong
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These famous scientists proved the limits of their own creative minds. You’re in
good company if you’re skeptical about new things. History is filled with experts
whose belief systems were closed to new possibilities that later became accepted
fact.
________________________________________________________________________

"Heavier-than-air flying machines are impossible."
-- Lord Kelvin, British mathematician and physicist, president of the British Royal Society,
1895

"X-rays will prove to be a hoax."
-- Lord Kelvin, again...

"Space travel is utter bilge."
-- Dr. Richard van der Reit Wooley, British space advisor to the government, 1956
(Sputnik orbited the Earth the following year)

"That is the biggest fool thing we have ever done [he said, referring to
research on the Atomic bomb]... The bomb will never go off, and I speak as an
expert in explosives."
-- William D. Leahy, U.S. Admiral, advising President Truman on atomic weaponry, 1944

"The energy produced by the atom is a very poor kind of thing. Anyone who
expects a source of power from the transformation of these atoms is talking
moonshine."
-- Ernst Rutherford, New Zealand physicist, 1933

"There is not the slightest indication that nuclear energy will ever be
obtainable. It would mean the atom would have to be shattered at will." -Albert Einstein, German-born American physicist, 1932
The following is particularly instructive:

Galileo tried unsuccessfully to get the most respected scholar of his day, Cesare
Creminino, to look through a telescope to see that the moon was not a perfect
sphere with no mountains. All of the scholars of the day knew the moon and all the
heavenly bodies were perfect spheres because it was taught by Aristotle.
Creminino replied that if he saw any such thing it would be because the telescope
had bewitched him. Galileo had to recant his observations in order not to be
burned alive. Think about what you just read. Will you be like Creminino,
refusing to look through the telescope? Will you insulate yourself against

something new, a simple process that might help you, your family, and friends?
Is EFT a Scam? Like Airplanes? Like X-rays? Like Nuclear Energy?
Now that you've learned how wrong some experts can be, you have more proof,
proof of the power of DISBELIEF.
Picture yourself dangling from a thin rope, a rope representing Hope in the
"possiblity" that something might be true, something that could relieve you from
pain, emotional or physical. The thought process we call "doubt," (which if strong
enough will prevent you from researching a topic) can cut you off completely from
the EFT reality others already experience every day. Will you let go of that rope
and drop back onto your comfortable bed of ignorance?
Search the net and you'll find skeptics who call EFT a scam. Interestingly, many of
them haven't learned anything about EFT. For them the amazing claims of what
EFT can achieve are enough to turn them off. They can’t allow themselves to
believe EFT will work, and they can’t even allow themselves to hope.
People in general don't like to change their minds about how the world works.
When people think about how to get help for extreme emotional problems, they
think of counseling or psychiatry. In fact many people who haven’t been to a
psychiatrist don’t realize most of them only prescribe medication. So even if a
person hears what EFT is and what it can supposedly accomplish, they can’t
believe it. They have no frame of reference.
We're all very comfortable with The Old And Familiar. Even the familiar bad
habits we’d like to stop require too much willpower to let go of them. Time and
again people give up on making New Year's resolutions simply because they know
they can't stick to the new way of behaving and thinking. (With the help of EFT,
changing bad habits becomes common place.)
While EFT is a simple process and can be done by almost anyone successfully, the
more you know about it, the better your results will be. We take our culture for
granted. Many things fail to work for good reasons, and we know this because
we've grown up knowing the reasons. If EFT is new to you, you need to learn all
about it or you will be doomed to throwing it in the trash the first time it doesn't do
what you expect. Will you be the person who gets into his EFT car, fits the key in
the ignition and turns it, then gives up forever when the car won't start?
Here are books about EFT that will keep you reading for hours

